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TRUSTED BY PROFESSIONALS
The same high quality standards,
advanced materials and painstaking
craftsmanship that set Dickinson
hunting and sporting guns apart from
the competition can also be found in
our full line of tactical shotguns.
From the moment you first pick up
one of these finely crafted firearms,
you’ll instantly recognize a look and
feel that is meant for professionals
and serious shooting enthusiasts. Our
dedication to both the art and science
of gun making is your assurance
that when it comes time to serve
the public, and protect your own life
and as well as others, these guns will
perform with reliable precision and
accuracy.
Our experts craft each tactical model
to the tightest tolerances and test our
guns to ensure they meet our highest
standards — and yours. We take great
pride in how our tactical shotguns

look, how they feel and how they
perform under the most challenging
conditions. The result is a firearm you
can always depend on.
Th e l e g e n d a r y p e r fo r m a n ce o f
Dickinson tactical shotguns is
matched only by their time-proven
durability. We stake our reputation
on every shotgun we manufacture,
and back our products with superior
customer service and technical
support that is unmatched around the
world.

For many years, Dickinson tactical shotguns have been the choice of governments, security contractors, law
enforcement agencies and others who demand reliable shotguns for a wide range of defense scenarios. Our
pump and semi automatic shotgun designs have proven their strength, durability and quality on every continent
and in every corner of the globe, under some of the most extreme conditions and situations. These guns are
ruggedly built using precisely measured and CNC-cut internal parts, for absolute reliability under fire.
Whether you are a law enforcement officer in a tense and potentially dangerous situation, or a citizen who
wants a safe and secure environment for himself and loved ones, you can trust Dickinson tactical shotguns to
perform when you need them most.

XX3 series
PUMP ACTION
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XX3 SERIES
Dickinson pump shotguns are built using a new design that allows for superior strength, ease
of operation and reduced weight. All Dickinson pump shotguns feature double slide bars and
a convenient action release forward of the trigger guard that can be operated while wearing
gloves. The barrel, fore-end and bolt can be easily removed as a unit to facilitate easy cleaning.
These guns operate with superior smoothness whether firing light 2-3/4” shells or heavy 3” shells.
Offered with either checkered walnut or polymer stock.

MODEL

GAUGE

BARREL LENGTH

SIGHT

MAGAZINE CAPACITY

ACCESSORIES

XX3B-2

12

18 ½”

Front Rifle Sight

5+1

Polymer Stock

XX3B-M-2

12

18 ½”

Front Rifle Sight

5+1

Polymer Stock

XX3B-HS-2

12

18 ½”

Front Rifle Sight

5+1

Polymer Stock, Heatshield

XX3B-M-HS-2

12

18 ½”

Front Rifle Sight

5+1

Polymer Stock, Heatshield

XX3B-2

XX3B-M-2

XX3B-HS-2

ALSO AVAILABLE
wITH HEATSHIELD

XX3B-M-HS-2

Value added hard case

DICKINSON

XX3 series
PUMP ACTION
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XX3 SERIES
These high-performance tactical pump shotguns feature over molded pistol grips for a firm grasp
and enhanced control, even in wet weather or hot, sweaty conditions. These pump actions from
Dickinson feature a picatinny rail on top of the receiver, as well as under the forearm, for easy
mounting of lasers or tactical flashlights. To ensure superior accuracy in any situation, these guns
feature ghost ring sights with hi-vis protected front sights. All Dickinson tactical models include
a quality hard case.
MODEL

GAUGE

BARREL LENGTH

SIGHT

MAGAZINE CAPACITY

ACCESSORIES

XX3D-2

12

18 ½”

Ghost Ring

5+1

Tactical Stock, Picatinny, Heatshield, Muzzle Break Choke

XX3D-M-2

12

20”

Ghost Ring

5+1

Marine, Tactical Stock, Picatinny, Heatshield, Muzzle Break Choke

XX3T-2

12

18 ½”

Ghost Ring

5+1

Pistol Grip Stock, Picatinny, Muzzle Break Choke

XX3T-HS-2

12

18 ½”

Ghost Ring

5+1

Pistol Grip Stock, Picatinny, Heatshield, Muzzle Break Choke

XX3D-2

XX3D-M-2

XX3T- 2

XX3T- HS-2

Value added hard case
DICKINSON

XX3 series
PUMP ACTION
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XX3 SERIES COMBO
These lightweight, super strong and smooth-shooting Dickinson XX3 Series pump shotgun
combos provide the versatility of interchangeable barrels. Available with a choice of polymer or
checkered walnut stock, both versions include both an 18-1/2” barrel with a front rifle sight and
28” barrel with bead sight for different shooting applications. Features include a double slide bar
and convenient action release forward of the trigger guard that is easy to operate, even while
wearing gloves.

MODEL

GAUGE

BARREL LENGTH

SIGHT

MAGAZINE CAPACITY

ACCESSORIES

XX3BS28-2

12

28”

Bead

5+1

Polymer Stock, Mobile Choke 3 pcs.

XX3BW28-2

12

28”

Bead

5+1

Walnut Stock, Mobile Choke 3 pcs.

XX3B COMBO-2

12

18 ½” + 28” (COMBO)

Front Rifle Sight 18
½” / Bead

5+1

Polymer Stock, Mobile Choke 3 pcs.

XX3BW COMBO-2

12

18 ½” + 28” (COMBO)

Front Rifle Sight 18
½” / Bead

5+1

Walnut Stock, Mobile Choke 3 pcs.

XX3BS28-2

XX3BW28-2

XX3B COMBO-2

XX3BW COMBO-2

Value added hard case

DICKINSON
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ak series
SEMI AUTOMATIC
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ALL MODELS EQUIPPED
wITH HEATSHIELD

AK SERIES
Designed for dynamic shooting and specific tactical applications, these AK Series shotguns can shoot any load from
lighter 24 g. (7/8 oz.) to heavy 50 gr. (1-3/4 oz.), thanks to its advanced recoil barrel and reliable inertia operated
system. Certain models offer over molded pistol grips for excellent grip and control, even in wet weather, as well as
picatinny rails, ghost ring sights with hi-vis protected front sights, and breacher choke tubes. Each comes standard
with a heatshield and quality hard case to protect your investment.

MODEL

GAUGE

CHAMBER (inch)

BARREL (inch)

SIGHT

MAGAZINE CAPACITY

ACCESSORIES

AK212T-HS

12

3”

18 ½”

Front Rifle Sight

4+1

Black Polymer Stock, Heatshield

AK212TP-HS

12

3”

18 ½”

Front Rifle Sight

4+1

Pistol Grip Stock, Heatshield

AK212TP5-HS

12

3”

18 ½”

Ghost Ring

4+1

Pistol Grip Stock, Picatinny, Muzzle Break Choke, Heatshield

AK212T-HS

AK212TP-HS

AK212TP5-HS

Value added hard case
DICKINSON

ak series
SEMI AUTOMATIC
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ALL MODELS EQUIPPED
wITH HEATSHIELD

AK SERIES
These state-of-the-art semi automatic shotguns are made for the most challenging tactical situations. Textured
polymer stocks and fore-grips combine with over molded pistol grips to provide shooters with absolute grip and
control, even in wet conditions. Standard features like heatshields, ghost ring sights, breacher choke tubes and
quality hard case make these Dickinson AK Series models the ideal choice for demanding professionals.

MODEL

GAUGE

CHAMBER (inch)

BARREL (inch)

SIGHT

MAGAZINE CAPACITY

ACCESSORIES

AK212TS5-HS

12

3”

18 ½”

Ghost Ring

4+1

Tactical Stock, Picatinny, Muzzle Break Choke, Heatshield

AK212TP5-HS

12

3”

18 ½”

Ghost Ring

4+1

Pistol Grip Stock, Picatinny, Muzzle Break Choke, Heatshield

AK212TS5-M-HS

12

3”

18 ½”

Ghost Ring

4+1

Marine, Tactical Stock, Picatinny, Muzzle Break Choke, Heatshield

AK212TS5-HS

AK212TP5-M-HS

AK212TS5-M-HS

Value added hard case
DICKINSON
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accessories
20 21

Adjustable / Non-Adjustable
Telescopic Stock

Folding Stock

Pistol Grip Stock

Pistol Grip

Fore-end

Heatshield

Ghost Sight

Picatinny Rail

Dickinson Tactical ABS Case

DICKINSON
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